
Inspired by Culture:
Exploring Masks

Hands on Tiki mask activity

Materials List
Note: If you do not have the materials listed you can still follow along with just pencil and paper. The
links to products in this document are examples and you do not need to get the exact item referenced.

Recommended Notes

1 x Sheet of corrugated cardboard
at least 8.5x11in (215.9 by 279.4 mm)

The corrugated cardboard from standard shipping
boxes works well. About 4mm in thickness

Craft foam (EVA foam)  at least 2mm thick 1-3 sheets of white (for the eyes and teeth primarily)
Assorted colors (these will be for outer shapes and
accents) Amazon Link

Hot glue gun Be extra careful if you are doing this activity with
younger learners and perhaps choose a
low-temperature type. Amazon Link

Scissors Use scissors that have a good edge so you'll have an
easier time with cutting. Amazon Link

Optional

Aida cloth (cross stitching cloth) Use this if you want to wear your mask with the ability
to see through it without others seeing your eyes.
The amount you need depends on how large you want
the eyes to be.  Available in cloth and plastic. Amazon
Link

Tacky glue It’s like regular glue but extra sticky so your pieces of
craft foam will not likely move while drying. Amazon
Link

Acrylic paint (flexible type) Use a flexible type if you want to wear your mask as it is
less likely to crack. Amazon Link

Mod Podge (sealer) Mod Podge is an all-in-one, glue, sealer, and finisher.
Amazon Link
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(materials contd)

Painters tape Used to temporarily position parts until you are ready to
glue. Amazon Link

Tiki Inspirational References
Use the assigned reference handout or be inspired by the image below.  Feel free to come up with your
own.

A quick search on the internet will bring up plenty of references for you to be inspired by.
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MOUTHS

EYES

Tiki Inspirational References

Use the below shapes to reference and give inspiration to your creation.  Feel free to come up with your own.
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If the eyes are looking up the tiki will offer protection. 
The eyes looking down brings good luck. 

The mouth of the tiki can be 
smiling to show happiness 
or open to bring peace. If the 
tongue is sticking out that is 
the sign of a warrior.



SYMBOLS

NOSE
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Noses will gonerally look like 
human noses though experi-
ment with stretching and 
squishing them to enhance 
the expression of your Tiki

Add other elements to help symbolize health, 
strength, proection, logevity, reace and rest
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Fish Waves Sea Turtle

Flower

Shark Teeth 
(but can also be 
mountains, trees, trochnus shells
 and more)
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